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Racism and White Privilege

QUADRANT 1

CONCEPTUAL MODEL DEFINITIONS

Agent/dominant: Members of social groups privileged by birth or acquisition who know-
ingly or unknowingly exploit and reap unfair advantage over members of target groups.

Ally: A member of a particular agent or dominant group who uses their privileged position 
to take action against oppression out of a belief that eliminating oppression will benefit 
both privileged and non-privileged groups. 

Color-blindness: Note: We recognize the problematic ableist language of this term, but we 
also acknowledge it as a term used by scholars to describe an important social phenome-
non. Color-blind ideology (or color-evasiveness—purporting to not notice race in an effort 
to not be racist) asserts that ending discrimination merely requires treating individuals as 
equally as possible without regard to race, culture, or ethnicity. 

Collusion: When people act, knowingly or unknowingly, to perpetuate oppression or pre-
vent others from working to eliminate oppression.

Covert racism: In contrast to overt discrimination, covert discrimination is hidden and 
unacknowledged. Examples of covert discrimination include cultural and religious mar-
ginalization, color-blind racism, and tokenism. Covert discrimination is often not recog-
nized as discriminatory by members of the dominant white group. It is disguised with 
language that downplays the clearly racial aspects of the discrimination, and it is rational-
ized by invoking “non-racial” explanations that are more acceptable in the broader society 
(Coates, 2008).

Discrimination: Action based on prejudice. Discrimination is at the individual level; all 
people hold social prejudices, and all people act on these prejudices in various ways, con-
sciously and unconsciously. 

Ethnicity: A social construct that divides people into social groups based on characteristics 
such as a shared sense of group membership, values, behavioral patterns, language, politi-
cal and economic interests, history, and ancestral geographic location.

Empowerment: When target (subordinate) group members refuse to accept the dominant 
ideology and their subordinate status and to take actions to redistribute social power more 
equitably.

Individual/interpersonal racism: Racism is seen only at the individual level by those who 
intentionally express or act on racist ideas and assumptions. For example, a white person 
who believes that Asian people are inherently devious or untrustworthy, or who uses racial 
epithets against black and Latina/o people, is expressing overt, conscious racism.
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Internalized racial dominance: When members of the dominant racial group (whites) con-
sciously and unconsciously accept their group’s advantaged status as normal and deserved.

Internalized racism: When people from targeted racial groups believe, act on, or enforce 
the dominant system of beliefs about themselves and members of their own racial group. 
Examples include using creams to lighten one’s skin, believing that the most competent 
administrators or leaders are white, feeling that one cannot be as intelligent as whites, and 
believing that racism is the result of people of color not being able to raise themselves up 
“by their own bootstraps.”

Intersectionality: Contemporary writers make a strong case for attending to the ways that 
race and racism intersect with other social identities and forms of oppression in order to 
understand how individuals are positioned differently in the system of racism by virtue of 
gender, class, sexuality, ability, and other social markers (Collins, 2012; Crenshaw, 1995).

Institutional racism: Racism at the institutional level is reflected in the policies, laws, rules, 
norms, and customs enacted by organizations and social institutions that advantage whites 
as a group and disadvantage groups of color. Such institutions include religion, govern-
ment, education, law, the media, the health care system, and businesses/employment. 

Linguicism: Discrimination and oppression based on language. While language oppression 
is tied to discrimination based on a range of social categories such as race, ethnicity, abil-
ity, and socioeconomic class, it is often associated with national origin and limited English 
proficiency.

Oppression: When one social group’s collective prejudice and discrimination toward 
another social group is backed by power at the individual, cultural, and institutional lev-
els. This power transforms prejudice and discrimination into oppression, transforms the 
relationship between the groups as one of dominance and subordination, and results in 
structural inequality between the agent and target group.

Overt racism: Conscious attitudes and behaviors (public or private) that intentionally harm 
people of color (as individuals or groups) or define them as inferior to whites and less 
entitled to society’s benefits. Overt racism is illustrated in the violence and discrimination 
typical of the Jim Crow era—from lynching to legally sanctioned segregation in housing, 
schooling, and transportation. 

Prejudice: Attitudes and beliefs involving a tendency to prejudge people, usually negatively 
and usually on the basis of a single personal characteristic (such as race, sex, religion, age, 
etc.)

Privilege: Unearned access to resources (social power) that is only readily available to some 
people as a result of their social group membership.

Race: An artificial grouping of people into groups based on characteristics such as phys-
ical appearance (particularly skin color), ancestral heritage, cultural history, and ethnic 
classification.

Race consciousness: Signifies being mindful of the impact of policies and practices on dif-
ferent racialized groups in our society. Race-consciousness can motivate a desire to become 
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informed about how injustice occurs and to be intentional about seeking redress (Bell, 
2015). Race-consciousness not only challenges fictions of color-blindness through actively 
seeking to perceive, understand, and challenge racism, but it also paves the way for imagin-
ing a more just and inclusive society where diverse cultural, physical, and communal pat-
terns would not be reduced to one normative ideal, but rather recognized and affirmed as 
the basis for a multiracial democratic ideal. 

Racism: The systematic subordination of members of targeted racial groups who have 
relatively little social power in the United States (black, Latino/as, Native Americans, and 
Asians) and restriction of their access to the goods, services, and privileges of society, as 
well as restrictions in access to their participation in the economic and political life of the 
society while privileging whites. Racism occurs on an individual, institutional, and cultural 
level.

Responsibility, accountability and action: The inherent contradictions and hypocrisy of 
racial discrimination undermine the democratic principles this country espouses, motivat-
ing people in each generation to critique, resist, and struggle against injustice (Zinn, 2003). 
We can learn a great deal from studying previous activism and the backlashes to it so as to 
build organizations, coalitions, and movements that will be more flexible and durable in 
countering or thwarting racist policies (Bell, 2010). 

Social group identity: A group of people who share a range of physical, cultural, linguistic, 
and other characteristics, and to which individuals are assigned based on socially con-
structed categories such as gender, biological sex, ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, nation-
ality, socioeconomic class, ability/disability status, and first language.

Societal/cultural racism: Social norms, roles, rituals, language, music, and art that reinforce 
the belief that white (European) culture is superior to other cultures reflect cultural racism. 
Cultural norms such as philosophies of life; definitions of good, evil, beauty, and ugliness; 
ideas about normality and deviance; and perspectives on time often provide the justifica-
tion for social oppression.

Stereotypes: Usually negative, but sometimes positive, assumptions or opinions about a 
particular group. When this occurs, people tend to overlook all other characteristics of 
the group.

Stereotype threat: The fear of confirming negative stereotypes about one’s racial, ethnic, 
gender, or cultural group. The term was coined by Steele and Aronson (1995), whose 
research showed that black college students performed worse on standardized tests than 
their white peers when they were reminded, before taking the tests, that their racial group 
tends to do poorly on such exams. When their race was not emphasized, however, black 
students performed similarly to their white peers. This concept is often misinterpreted 
by those who attribute problems such as racial test-score gaps as caused solely by stereo-
type threat, ignoring group differences in opportunities and test-related knowledge that is 
related to opportunity (Steele & Aronson, 2004).

Target/subordinated group: Social groups that are negatively valued and considered to be 
inferior, deviant, or dependent, and who have limited access to social power. 
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